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Tackling terrorist finance was widely
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combatting of terrorism financing and

crisis. Over the year, the G20 has pushed a

targeted financial sanctions'.
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producing numerous outputs on how loans

Nevertheless, a very different access to
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finance story was developing just one
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Task Force to address the biggest

This could create an environment for

challenges for SMEs in the current

international financial flows to cross
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identified access to the digital economy

comes with the traditional banking sector.

and innovation ecosystems as a key
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objective, stating that 'G20 countries and
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scene without an established regulatory

digital, as the quality of the infrastructure
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but that SMEs face challenges from a lack
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climate.
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safely operate. This could present a
Yet these two priorities, of cutting financial

potential risk if this lack of regulation on a

flows for terrorist organisations and

new financial system provides methods for
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to
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the G20 agenda. FATF was mandated in
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terrorist organisations, and in 2008 the
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the role of financial institutions and the

G20 leaders reaffirmed their commitment

international financial sector was limited

to 'achieving our ambition to lift collective

due to sensitivity concerns around the

G20 GDP by an additional 2% by 2018'. Yet

data. Yet this leaves a need for clarification

global coordination on long term economic

on what can realistically be done to cut

growth requires space within the forum for

terrorist finance. The topic is an appealing

debate and negotiation on how that can

one for the G20; cutting the money supply

best be achieved. It needs a focused effort

is in theory a clean solution to a highly

on narrowing down what this 2% growth

complex problem, using a language of

should look like; who it should target and

finance that the G20 leaders understand.

the kind of growth that would be most

But the success of such an intervention

stable in the long term. But with an

relies on the correct identification of the

imminent threat of further escalation of

money supply, and the implementation of

the international security crisis, real

agreed standards of transparency. With no

direction on the economic agenda of the

means of accountability in the institution,

G20 repeatedly fails to rise to the top, as

there is a danger that the non-compliance

world leaders are required to immediately

of a minority could render any attempt

respond to urgent needs.

worthless.
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G20 summit was focused on the current
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and the agenda faced an absolute
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the G20 can ever fulfil its intended

the situation develops, but also indicates a

economic mandate. Whilst the need for

lack of a nuance needed to sufficiently
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concerns. That said, given increasing
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response pressure from ISIL, and in regards

environmental sustainability continue to

to financing SMEs, it may be necessary for

fail to reach any kind of breakthrough

the G20 to finally choose which objectives
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terrorism finance and SME finance may not
only cause greater problems for the G20 as

